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Balancing Pricing 
towards the real purpose of Balancing  

 

 

Article 35. Basic Principles of Balancing 
1. Balancing rules must be fair, non-discriminatory, transparent and 
reasoned by objective factors. 
Such rules shall reflect the real needs of the gas transmission system, 
taking into account the resources at the disposal of the gas transmission 
system operator. 
Such rules should be based on market principles. 
Such rules should create economic incentives to balance 
the volumes of gas injection and extraction by the customers themselves. 
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Marginal Price (MP) principles in Gas Code 

                        

Balancing sale price (to TSO) = MPx0,9. Purchase price = MP x 1,1 

If Imbalance within limits of +-10% of nomination, Sale/Purchase Price = MP 
A. Least price of short term products on trade platforms: 
XIV.3.3. TSO performs balancing actions by buying and selling of short-term standardized 
products and/or by the using of balancing services. 
XIV.3. 5. In order to perform balancing actions TSO can perform operations as a 
counterparty on trade platforms. 
B: If A not possible due to lack of standard products/liquidity etc… TSO can use balancing 
services gas price 
C: If A and B not possible: MP = gas procurement price of TSO during the gas month M-1. 
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UEEX NCG DA +4,5 EUR MP MAX MP MP MIN 

01.05.2019 01.06.2019 01.07.2019 01.08.2019 01.09.2019 01.10.2019 

  Sell  

  Buy Sell  
Buy 

7500 

7000 

6500 

6000 

5500 

5000 

4500 

4000 

3500 

3000 

Balancing Marginal Price and UA `market price` 

 

Balancing price based upon M-1 UTG procurement price lead to structural 
arbitration by traders since June 
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TSO cannot trade today on exchange or OTC due to 
`Soviet` rules on public tendering and other issues 

           

• According to the Law on Public Procurement, Ukrtransgaz as a `monopoly` has not the right to 
purchase and even less sell gas directly on an exchange or execute bilateral deals. 

• Only Prozorro process is allowed: a long (total lead time almost 2 months) and constrained 
process completely inadapted to the objectives of balancing actions. 

• In the meantime, the Law on Public Procurement allows the Electricity TSO Ukrenergo to be 
exempted of public procurement (Prozorro) obligation for all its balancing and losses 
procurement 

• There is a large number of ‘Exchanges”, most of them are “Ebay platforms”. UEEX is the most 
advanced platform today, but does no clearing. Trading liquidity for mainly BoM or Monthly 
volumes is still rather low. This liquidity could increase with a Balance 


